Entrex – Real Estate Securities Trading Platform
REAL ESTATE - TRADING PLATFORM:

Entrex is a proven, blockchain-enabled,
regulator
reviewed,
alternative
trading
marketplace for investors to find, research, track,
manage, and trade alternative securities.

Entrex’s real estate trading platform
offers real estate developers and their
investors access to an efficient,
regulatory compliant, trading solution to
find, research, track, manage and trade
their Real Estate Interests.

Collectively our platforms:
Originate: Alternative Securities
Structure: Offerings
Offer: Fractionalized securitizations
Place: Through regulated parties
Trade: Through platform portals.
Settle: Trades between parties
and
Service: Interest bearing securities
Our IBM technology platform provides robust,
scalable, capabilities allowing diversified sectors
access to an industry focused platform to buy
and sell alternative securities between parties.
Working together with industry sector leaders
our platforms offer individual or institutional
investors access to a simple, robust and
compliant platform which offers trading solutions
for their alternative portfolio needs.
Today Entrex manages a regulatory compliant
domesticated ledger to support all user’s
regulatory oversite needs.
Entrex can push offerings, trades and settlement
out to the blockchain as securitization
technology become standardized; supporting
global immutable ledger transactions.
Our various platforms offer proven compliance
and performance for financial institutions and
investors interested in trading and managing
alternative assets.

Proven Trading
Platform

Investors in commercial real estate development
interests can now simply and discretely buy and
sell interests by managing their alternative
investment portfolio on the Entrex Real Estate
Securities Trading Platform.
Investors can issue “buy” or “sell” orders based
on their desires to effect their portfolio needs.

Real Estate Trading Platform

ENTREX TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND:

All buy/sell trading activity of Real Estate
Securities are managed on a regulatory reviewed
technology platform allowing control and
monitoring by compliance entities and parties
within each trade.
Settlement occurs efficiently; providing parties
audit trails of any trade on both the buy and sell
side of a transaction.
Trade audit trails are available on-line providing
interested parties convenient access to the
time/date, value and settlement details of a trade.
Real Estate securities can also be pushed out via
regulated parties to sell; potentially at a premium,
to other retail, accredited or institutional buyers
pursuant to State, Federal and local securities
laws.
As industry standardization occurs Entrex’s
eChain technology can distribute trade
information to a global immutable blockchain
ledger while managing an investors portfolio
simplistically via their Entrex Owner Portal.
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